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/There is no
such thing as
an inauthentic
experience
The Experience Economy
Joseph Pine and James Gilmore
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/Oded Levy

/summary
A Marketing, Communication & Media expert.
Oded taps into the triggers that motivate audiences through public
opinion research, and channels these insights into advertising that
makes a difference, in concert with a comprehensive
communications strategy.
ENVIRONMENTS I FEEL
COMFORTABLE IN

HOW I LEAD TEAMS

HOW I SPEND MY TIME
AT WORK

Corporate (34%)
Cool Startups (36%)

By Example (44%)

Creating Cool Experiences (100%)

At Home in my shorts (30%)

Letting Talent Do Its Thing (56%)

Ego Battles (0%)
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/education

Kindergarten

1983

1999

2005

I learned that the
same few things
can influence a lot
of the kids

I learned that a lot
of people are
willing to die for
BEZALEL ACADEMY
their beliefs

I learned that adults
can be easily
influenced

Primary School

OF ART AND DESIGN

High School

Military
ISRAELI DEFENCE
FORCES

1981

1992

I learned that kids
can be easily
influenced

I learned that some kids will
do anything they believe will
make them fit in

TOP Skills
Visual storytelling

Photos
most visible skill

Marketing Strategy
UX & UI
Copywriting
Branding & Strategy
Design

TOP SOFT Skills
Recognizing Trends
People
Communication
Common Sense
Zen Mindset

rare among adults 21-65

Art School

2001
I learned how designing
an image/text can shape
an idea

Real Life
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/experience
Overview 2020 |

Visual Resumes are better

-1%

0 1 / /
O d e d
L e v y

-3.5%

experience

2005 2008 2010 2014 2019
FREELANCE

TIME TO KNOW

FREELANCE

IDEAL LIFE

PATRICK ASSARAF

Marketing Designer

Creative Director

Senior Designer

Creative/Marketing
Director

VP Marketing

KIA Motors
Kohl's
Lotus Cars

Storyboards, visual
design, marketing
design

EDUCATION
STARTUPSaaS

Leading a team of 25
designers and
animators

Discovery Channel
Canon

Designing marketing
materials, pre-vis
materials for a TV
show and storyboards

HEALTHCARE
STARTUPB2B SaaS,
IOT

Leading design and
marketing teams corporate website,
trade show booth
sales decks.,

LUXURY
MENS
FASHIONECOMMERCE

Leading design and
marketing teams Ecomm website,
social media,
marketing campaigns.

Throughout the years I was fortunate to lead cross functional teams in the areas
of graphic design, animation, UX and marketing.
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/what people say
"At all times I have found Oded to be dependable, task oriented, hard-working and as helpful as
possible. His ideas have always been fresh and on point and a welcomed change from our
traditional outlook..."
Jack Vidal
CFO

"Not only has Oded been a key player on our team, but he’s also become a close personal friend.
Oded’s skills and leadership qualities would make him an invaluable addition to your team.
Above all, Oded is an innovative thinker with his feet on the ground. He manages to identify
problems and provides creative solutions. Oded likes to stay current with new technologies
and market trends. He is always looking forward on how to create a better user experience and
a stronger brand.
These attributes combined with his superb communication skills make him, in my eyes, an
important asset in a company's arsenal."
Ran Perry
CIO

"Oded was the creative director that I was working under. even though he was senior to me in
position, he was more than open for suggestions and new ways to approach a topic.
Oded always had a goal in front of him, which was, a great product. always in pursuit for better
quality, more creative solutions and inspiring visual, he brought his unique point of view, which
was supported by his great knowledge of cinema, direction and writing. He is an amazing ,
sensitive and leading manager and we gained a lot from working with him."
Barak Drori
Animator, Director and Compositor
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